


 

 

 
From the red wine of the “supertuscan” to the pearl of the sparkling wine of the North-East and of 

Garda, from the famous cru to the recovery of vine varieties with forgotten but extraordinary 

fragrances: the art as old as humanity, growing grapevines, is more and more a women’s job. 

Entrepreneurs and managers raise quality and export.  

Gaetano Belloni 

 

The 100 top ladies of wine 
 

THE HEIRS OF THE DYNASTIES: Antinori, Frescobaldi, Masi, Nonino and other well known names 

are just the visible tip of those hundreds of women that work in the world of wine with roles of 

high responsibility and have been decisive to take Italian wineries to goals, of quality and sales, 

unconceivable ten years ago. They are entrepreneurs, company owners, wives that share 

management tasks and at the same time are able to lead a harvest, CEO and managers, 

communication specialists that take care of the promotion of labels in the world, vital in a more 

and more competitive market, or who perform several roles in the case of small family companies. 

Among the many ladies of wine, the names in these pages are a choice made by Capital: 100 

among the most representative, the most influential, the ones who, in these years, have most 

been able to get in the limelight, besides emerging ones. All women who have been able to excel 

with commitment and professionalism.  
 

The queens of grappa: Giannola Nonino and her daughters 
 

A female dynasty that doesn’t need presentations, they produce a famous grappa, emblematic of 

the wine quality top in Italy. In 1973 Benito and Giannola Bulfoni Nonino, though respecting the 

tradition, revolutionized the way of producing and introducing grappa, distilling separately the 

pomace of Picolit grapes and so creating the first distillate made from only one vine variety. Since 

then there has been a growth of successes, prizes and acknowledgements in Italy and all over the 

world. Gianni Brera used to call Giannola Nonino Our lady of grappa; she was appointed Cavaliere 

Del Lavoro in 1998. In 1984 her daughters Cristina, Antonella and Elisabetta created the grape 

distillate, distilling the whole bunches of grapes and obtaining a very refined product. When the 

Anglo-Saxon world discovered Grappa Nonino, the New York Times wrote: «A dynamo and her 

daughters turned leftovers into gold». The company has also become a case history of the London 

School of Economics, where Giannola was defined the lady that turned grappa «from Cinderella to 

a market Queen». Recently a new wave of enthusiasm has been brought into the company by 

Francesca, the sixth generation of the family and Cristina’s daughter.  

In the photo by Giulia Iacolutti, from left: Elisabetta, Francesca, Giannola, Cristina and Antonella 

Nonino.  


